



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































      Equation 23 28. 
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The relaxation absorption coefficient is  , the relaxation frequency which is equal to 1  is  , the 

























1	 	 	 .  So, at an operating frequency of 2 MHz, the intensity attenuation coefficient is 
2	 ∗ .  For air and bone, the intensity attenuation coefficients are much higher at 
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Direct current (DC) electric stimulation has been shown to increase rates of tissue 
healing.  In a pilot ovine study, piezoelectric composite spinal fusion implants subjected to 
normal body loading were shown to result in faster and more robust fusion.  Methods of 
providing safe mechanical stimulation of the piezoelectric composite in non-weight-bearing 
patients are desirable.  In this foundational study, standard medical ultrasound as a loading 
source was used to study the effect of varying compliant layer thicknesses in piezoelectric 
composites on generated electrical potential and power output in different mediums, medium 
thicknesses, and loading orientations.  Compliant Layer Adaptive Composite Stacks (CLACS) 
were manufactured with through-thickness pre-poled PZT discs connected electrically in 
parallel, stacked mechanically in series and four different compliant layer thicknesses interposed.  
Standard ultrasound used for cardiovascular medical imaging was used as the loading source to 
mechanically stimulate the PZT elements.  Voltage measurements were obtained using an 
oscilloscope and available power was calculated.  Adding an interposed compliant layer between 
the PZT discs of the CLACS resulted in increased generated electrical potential and power 
output.  As the compliant layer thickness increased, more deformation occurred along the face 
and edges of the PZT discs, resulting in significant increases in power output.  There were also 
significant effects of varying media type and loading orientations, but little effect with varying 
media thickness.  Future work could lead to a more efficient energy harvester that uses circuit 







Spinal fusion devices have up to 50% failure rates for patients who use tobacco or are 
diabetic 1.  Constant direct current (DC) electrical stimulation applied through a Titanium 
electrode has been proven to help increase spinal fusion rates, but the present implantable 
electrical stimulation devices for spinal fusion are powered by a battery 2.  The battery pack is 
implanted in the soft tissue around the spine, can be felt under the patient’s skin, and eventually 
requires removal in a second surgery.  Many microgenerators use piezoelectric (PZT) material to 
convert mechanical energy into electrical potential 3-11.  In a pilot ovine study, composite spinal 
interbody implants made with stacked layers of piezoelectric (PZT) fibers provided DC electrical 
stimulation in response to mechanical loading at the interbody site and substantially enhanced 
fusion under normal loading after six weeks as compared to a control 2,12,13.  To improve 
manufacturability while maintaining material toughness of the interbody implants, alternative 
manufacturing methods were explored to develop nontraditional piezoceramic composites.  
Compliant Layer Adaptive Composite Stacks (CLACS) were developed in which compliant 
layers of epoxy (EPO-TEK® 301) were inserted between serially stacked discs of PZT that were 
electrically wired in parallel.  For patients with limited weight bearing abilities who cannot 
provide sufficient mechanical energy from human body movement, another method of in vivo 
mechanical stimulation the PZT discs inside the implant would be beneficial. 
Several methods of wirelessly powering medical devices have been developed including 
electromagnetic waves, thermoelectric devices, inductive coupling and ultrasound.  Transmitted 
ultrasound waves can be used to mechanically activate a medical device with PZT elements that 
has been implanted into human tissue 3-7,10,11.  In this foundational study on the use of a standard 
medical ultrasound signal as a mechanical loading source for materials used in piezoelectric 
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spinal fusion implants, the effect of varying compliant layer thicknesses in PZT composite 
materials on generated electrical potential and power in different media, media thicknesses, and 
loading orientations was examined.   
2.1.4 Methods 
Compliant Layer Adaptive Composite Stacks (CLACS) were manufactured with six through-
thickness pre-poled PZT-SM111 discs (STEMiNC-0.4mm thickness, 10mm diameter, Part No. 
SMD10T04F5000S111, Doral, FL) that were connected electrically in parallel (EPO-TEK® 
H20E, Billerica, MA) with copper strips.  Varying compliant layer thicknesses (0, 0.2, 0.4, and 
0.8 mm ± 0.02 mm) of medical grade epoxy slices (EPO-TEK® 301, Billerica, MA) were placed 
in between the PZT discs. The CLACS were then encapsulated in the same type of medical grade 
epoxy to form specimens of equivalent external dimensions. 
An Acuson 128xp/10 Ultrasound Imaging Machine with a V4 probe (128 PZT element 
phased vector array @ 4MHz, Mountain View, CA) was used as the loading source to 
mechanically stimulate the PZT elements in the CLACS.  Voltage measurements were obtained 
using a Tektronix DPO 3034 Digital Phosphor Oscilloscope (300 MHz).  The media tested were 
housed in an open plastic container with a rectangular bottom cutout.  A plastic film layer 
(12µm) was placed on top of the media and another sealed the rectangular bottom cutout.  
Ultrasound PVC gel was placed between the plastic film layers and the ultrasound probe face 
and CLACS.  The system and circuit used in testing are shown in Figures 1 and 2 respectively 





Figure 1 - Schematic of Ultrasound Testing System 
 
Figure 2 - Rectifying Circuit Diagram.  Before rectification measurements are represented by VBR, after 
rectification measurements are represented by VAR, DB1 represents a full wave rectifier (4 diodes), C1 
represents a polarized tantalum capacitor, R1 represents a variable load resistance and T1 represents a 



































The CLACS were loaded with ultrasound through different combination of media, media 
thicknesses, and loading orientations.  The three media tested were tap water, fresh bovine 
muscle tissue, and fresh bovine muscle tissue with dense cancellous bone interposed.  The media 
thicknesses were 20mm and 40mm and the loading orientations were defined by how the 
ultrasound waves impacted the PZT disc faces in the CLACS (perpendicular or parallel).  The 
specimens were subject to 4MHz ultrasound waves with 1 W (0 dB) of input power.  The 
alternating current (AC) voltage response of the CLACS was observed on Channel 1 of the 
oscilloscope (Figure 3-a).  The impedance of Channel 1 is assumed to be much larger than the 
internal resistance of the CLACS, therefore nearly all generated voltage is captured (open-
circuit).  Since the ultrasound machine excitation voltage used to generate sound waves is a 
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consistent repeating pattern (27 Hz), a looped wire around the ultrasound probe wire was used to 
capture the generated magnetic field from flowing current.  Channel 2 on the oscilloscope was 
used to detect this magnetic field and its falling edge was used to trigger all Channel waveforms.  
The rectified direct current (DC) voltage was measured on Channel 3 of the oscilloscope (Figure 




Figure 3 - Voltage signal before rectification (a) and after rectification (b) 
Peak AC voltage measurements were obtained by differentiating the maximum and 
minimum values of the waveform and dividing by two.  After rectification, DC voltage 
waveforms were filtered (Butterworth) to eliminate high frequency noise and then averaged.  
Electrical power was computed for the equivalent circuit impedance (Zeq) and load resistance 
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(R1) by combining Joule’s and Ohm’s law for every resistance in the load resistance sweep 
(100Ω-10MΩ).  During all measurements, the sampling rate was at least 10 times the frequency 
of the acoustic waves (4MHz) to prevent aliasing and to ensure that the full waveform was 
captured. 
All significant differences presented were found after transforming non-normally 
distributed data using a Box-Cox transformation function in MATLAB to data that is 
approximately normal.  The data was organized to allow comparison between compliant layer 
thickness groups (e.g. 0mm, 0.2mm, 0.4mm, and 0.8mm) within each testing parameter (e.g. 
water) and comparison between testing parameter groups (e.g. media-water, tissue, and tissue 
plus bone) within each compliant layer thickness (e.g. 0mm).  If statistical significance was 
found using a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA function in MATLAB), a Tukey-Kramer 
multiple pairwise comparison function in MATLAB was used to determine significant 
differences between groups (p≤0.05). 
2.1.5 Results and Discussion 
This foundational study was designed to test the influence of common medical ultrasound 
stimulation on the ability of a piezoelectric composite (CLACS) to produce power needed for 
electrical stimulation to aid in tissue healing.  The power generation ability was tested through 
various media that could represent varying conditions of external mechanical stimulation for an 
implanted device.  The voltage generated before rectification (AC) represents the maximum or 
ideal output to be modified by signal conditioning, because tissue healing applications require 
DC for electrical stimulation.  The rectified voltage output (DC) represents a battery source that 
would be used to power another circuit over time to store and then apply pulsed DC electrical 
stimulation.  These two outputs help characterize the CLACS with ultrasound loading and 
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provide output specifications needed for future design of implants that provide electrical 
stimulation for tissue healing. 
2.1.5.1 Before Rectification 
Average peak voltage as a function of media and compliant layer thickness at 20mm 
media thickness and perpendicular loading is shown in Figure 4 (n=5).  In water, the 0.2mm 
average peak voltage is significantly smaller than 0.8mm (*).  In tissue plus bone, the average 
peak voltage for 0.4mm and 0.8mm are significantly greater than 0.2mm (+).  Within all 
compliant layer groups, all media comparisons of average peak voltage are significantly 
different. 
 
Figure 4 - Average peak voltage (n=5) as a function of media and compliant layer thickness at 20 mm 
media thickness for loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face. Within compliant layer groups all media 
comparisons are significantly different.  In water: * represents significant difference from 0.8mm. In 




The water media had the highest average peak voltage for all compliant layers and the tissue plus 
bone media had the lowest in Figure 4.  Across all compliant layers in water media at 20mm 
media thickness and perpendicular loading, the tissue and tissue plus bone media yielded 67% 
and 98% less average peak voltage respectively.  This reduction in average peak voltage might 
be caused by boundary layer acoustic impedance and surface area mismatching and ultrasound 
attenuation in the media 14.  The attenuation coefficient of water (~0.008dB/cm @ 4MHz) is 
much smaller than that of tissue (~2.4-6dB/cm @ 4MHz) and bone (2-15dB/cm*MHz) so there 
is large effect on average peak voltage with different media 6,15,16.  The two thicker CLACS 
yielded higher average peak voltages than the two thinner CLACS in water and tissue media.  
However, in tissue plus bone media, the 0mm group had the highest average peak voltage 
followed by the 0.4mm, 0.8mm, and 0.2mm groups in descending order.  This behavior trend 
may have been caused by an outlier in the 0mm samples that pushed the average peak voltage 
above the 0.4mm and 0.8mm groups and may be different with a larger sample size.  The effect 
of compliant layers on average peak voltage is evident in water and tissue media. 
 
Average peak voltage as a function of media thickness and compliant layer thickness in 
water with perpendicular loading is shown in Figure 5 (n=5).  At 20mm media thickness, the 
0.2mm average peak voltage is significantly smaller than the 0.8mm (*). Within the 0.4mm 




Figure 5 - Average peak voltage output (n=5) as a function of media thickness and compliant layer 
thickness in water media for loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face. At 20mm media thickness: * 
represents significant difference from 0.8mm. In 0.4mm: + represents significant difference from 20mm. 
(p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation) 
 
In Figure 5, the 20mm media thickness in water media and perpendicular loading for CLACS 
had the highest average peak voltage.  The two thicker CLACS yielded higher average peak 
voltages than the two thinner CLACS for both media thicknesses.  When the media thickness 
doubled, the peak voltage decreased by an average of 26% across all CLACS.  This behavior is 
most likely caused by ultrasound attenuation because with increasing media thickness the 
ultrasonic wave will attenuate more decreasing its pressure amplitude 17.  Because the attenuation 
coefficient of water is small, there is little effect on average peak voltage in doubling the water 
media thickness (Figure 5) 18.  In addition, the pressure amplitude of the ultrasonic wave will 
decrease due to acoustic impedance and surface area mismatching boundaries.  If a material 
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thickness is much less than the wavelength of the ultrasonic wave, it becomes transparent for 
ultrasound propagation.  Thus, it is assumed that the pressure amplitude does not decrease as it 
passes through thin PVC gel and plastic film (~12.5 µm) layers used in this study to separate the 
ultrasound probe face from touching the media and the media from touching the CLACS 19. 
 
Figure 6 shows average peak voltage as a function of loading orientation and compliant 
layer thickness in water at 20mm media thickness (n=5).  In the perpendicular loading 
orientation, the 0.2mm average peak voltage is significantly smaller than 0.8mm (*).  Within all 
compliant layer groups, all loading orientation comparisons of average peak voltage outputs are 
significantly different. 
 
Figure 6 - Average peak voltage output (n=5) as a function of loading orientation and compliant layer 
thickness in water media at 20mm media thickness. Within compliant layer groups all loading orientation 
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comparisons are significantly different.  Perpendicular: * represents significant difference from 0.8mm. 
(p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation) 
 
The perpendicular loading orientation had the highest average peak voltage for CLACS in water 
at 20mm media thickness in Figure 6.  The two thicker CLACS yielded higher average peak 
voltages than the two thinner CLACS in the perpendicular loading orientation.  In the parallel 
loading orientation however, the 0.2mm group had the higher average peak voltage followed by 
the 0.4mm, 0mm and 0.8mm groups in descending order.  This behavior trend may have been 
caused by an outlier in the 0.2mm samples that pushed the average voltage output above both the 
0.4mm and 0.8mm compliant layers and may be different with a larger sample size.  The average 
peak voltage across all the CLACS dropped by an average of 89% from perpendicular to parallel 
loading.  In the perpendicular loading orientation, the ultrasonic wave is impacting the PZT disc 
faces (33 mode) and deformation is occurring along the through-thickness poling direction which 
is expected to produce more electrical potential 20. 
 
The thicker CLACS produced more electrical potential than the thinner CLACS before 
rectification.  There is an effect of adding a compliant layer in between the PZT discs on 
generated electrical potential (AC).  This allows for more generated electrical potential to be 
rectified, stored, and then used to produce electrical stimulation to induce bone growth for spinal 
fusion applications. 
2.1.5.2 After Rectification 
In the rectification circuit, the impedance of the capacitor and oscilloscope are constant, 
and the load resistance is varied.  The load resistance values were chosen to represent the lumped 
electrical impedance of another circuit that would perform pulsed DC electrical stimulation logic 
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for spinal fusion applications.  This circuit would store energy (DC) over time and release the 
stored energy in sequence with the cyclic mechanical loading felt in the lumbar spine while 
walking.  Since the capacitor has lower impedance than the Oscilloscope and smallest load 
resistance, and all three are connected in parallel (Figure 2), the equivalent impedance is smaller 
than the component with the smallest impedance (capacitor).  As the load resistance increases, 
the equivalent impedance approaches the impedance value of the capacitor.  In this study, the 
equivalent impedance is essentially constant for all load resistances. 
 
Average total power as a function of load resistance and compliant layer thickness after 
rectification in water media at 20mm media thickness and loading perpendicular to the PZT face 
is shown in Figure 7 (n=5).  For the last four resistances of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ – 
10MΩ), the 0.8mm and 0.4mm groups are significantly larger than the 0mm and 0.2mm groups 




Figure 7 - Average Total Power (W) as a function of Load Resistance (Ω) and compliant layer 
thickness at 20mm media thickness and loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face in water media after 
rectification (n=5). For the last four resistances of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ– 10MΩ), the 
0.8mm and 0.4mm compliant layer groups are significantly larger than the 0 and 0.2mm groups and the 
0.8mm and 0.4mm compliant layer groups are not significantly different compared to each other as well 
as the 0mm and 0.2mm groups (p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation).  Error bars excluded for visual clarity. 
 
The total power of all the CLACS increases as load resistance increases (Figure 7).  The 
thicker CLACS generate significantly more total power at higher load resistances (500KΩ to 
10MΩ) than the thinner CLACS (BoxCox Transformation p<0.05).  The 0.8mm and 0.4mm 
CLACS power curves rapidly increase from 100KΩ to 5MΩ and then begin to plateau at 10MΩ.  
The 0.2mm and 0mm CLACS total power curves behave similarly to the 0.8mm and 0.4mm 
CLACS total power curves, but at a smaller scale (~1/10).  From the mechanical vibrations of the 
ultrasonic waves, the PZT discs deform and convert that mechanical energy into electrical 
potential.  In addition, the compliant layers allow for more deformation to occur along the face 
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and edges of the PZT discs which is more deformation than if it were a monolithic chunk of 
PZT.  With thicker compliant layers, this effect increases because in addition to deformation that 
occurs in the center of the disc from ultrasonic waves, the thicker compliant layers are stiffer and 
allow the edges of the PZT discs to deform more than the thinner compliant layers.  Since 
compliant layers allow the PZT in the CLACS to experience higher displacements and strains, 
there is an increase in electrical potential before rectification and thus an increase in power after 
rectification because more mechanical energy is converted into electrical potential 20.  In 
conjunction with the compliant layer design, the electrical components used in the rectification 
circuit also affected the total power of the CLACS.  Four diodes were used to rectify or convert 
the generated AC voltage from the CLACS to DC voltage in a full wave rectifier configuration 
(Figure 2).  Diodes have a unique voltage and current relationship such that they need a certain 
amount of “forward voltage” in order for larger magnitudes of current to flow through them.  
The diodes used in this study needed at least 0.2V of forward voltage each in order for larger 
amounts of current to flow through them.  A slightly higher forward voltage than 0.2V would 
yield an exponentially increasing current that flows through the diode 21.  However, if the 
forward voltage was below 0.2V, some but little current would pass through the diode because in 
the 0-0.2V forward voltage range, the current would gradually increase with an increasing input 
forward voltage, but not exponentially.  Since a full wave rectifier configuration was used in this 
study, at any given time whether the current was traveling in one direction through the circuit or 
alternated and traveled in the other direction, it needed to pass through two diodes and thus a 
0.4V forward voltage was required for larger amounts of current to pass through towards the 
equivalent parallel circuit components.  With forward voltages higher than 0.4V, an exponential 
increase in current would pass across the diodes and more current would then flow to the 
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equivalent parallel circuit components allowing more voltage to be measured after rectification.  
With forward voltages around 0.4V, less voltage would be measured after rectification.  Before 
rectification for all testing parameter combinations in the parallel loading orientation and in the 
tissue and tissue plus bone media, the AC peak voltage samples measured were less than 0.4V.  
For the 0mm and 0.2mm CLACS in water media, loading in the perpendicular loading 
orientation, and at a 20mm media thickness, the average AC peak voltages before rectification 
hovered around 0.4V.  This means barely enough meaningful current passed through the diodes 
towards the equivalent parallel circuit components for voltage to be measured.  Only 31 out of 
the 240 total combinations tested (3 media x 2 media thicknesses x 2 loading orientations x 20 
CLACS samples) had AC peak voltages of 0.4V or higher.  As the load resistance increased, 
there was a small and gradual increase in voltage and therefore power, but not a significant 
amount because the forward voltage was only around 0.4V (Figure 7).  On the other hand, the 
0.4mm and 0.8mm CLACS AC average peak voltages in the same parameter configuration 
before rectification were higher than 0.4V, so a larger amount of current was passing through the 
diodes.  Because the forward voltage was higher than 0.4V, as the load resistance increased, 
there was a larger increase in voltage measured and therefore a more exponential increase in 
power (Figure 7).  The addition of a compliant layer in conjunction with this diode behavior had 
an effect on total power output of the CLACS. 
 
Total power curves for the tissue and tissue plus bone media at 20mm media thickness 
and perpendicular loading orientation are extremely small compared to the water media total 
power curve.  The values of these tissue and tissue plus bone total power curves are consistent 
across the load resistance sweep for all CLACS because little electrical potential was produced 
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and only some current passed through the rectification circuit diodes, thus little voltage was 
measured.  The total power curve in the water media displayed the same behavior described 
previously for total power in Figure 7 for all CLACS.  The total power curves for the thinner 
CLACS in water media have a smaller magnitude but similar behavior to the thicker CLACS.  
Therefore, enough forward voltage was generated by all CLACS in the water media and a thicker 
compliant layer yielded an increase in total power.  Average power reduction between water and 
tissue is 89%, 91%, 96%, and 98% for the 0mm, 0.2mm, 0.4mm, and 0.8mm CLACS 
respectively for 500KΩ-10MΩ.  Between water and tissue plus bone there is an 80%, 89%, 98%, 
and 99% average power reduction for the 0mm, 0.2mm, 0.4mm, and 0.8mm CLACS 
respectively for 500KΩ-10MΩ.  In two studies, one showed a %60 reduction in power between 
water and pig tissue media, and the other presented a 99% reduction in power between water and 
bone plus PVC gel 4,5. 
 
Figure 8 shows average total power as a function of load resistance (Ω) and media 
thickness in water media and loading perpendicular to the PZT face.  For the 0.4mm compliant 
layer thickness (c), there is a significant difference between the 20mm and 40mm distances for 
the 40KΩ-10MΩ load resistances and the remaining load resistances are not significantly 
different (p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation).  For the remaining compliant layer types, there is no 
significant difference between the 20mm and 40mm media thicknesses across all load resistances 




Figure 8 - Average total power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and media thickness in water 
media and loading perpendicular to the PZT face (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 0.2mm, (c) 
represents 0.4mm and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer media thickness comparisons.  Note that 
(a,b) is on a scale that is 1/10th of (c,d). Error bars excluded for visual clarity. 
 
In Figure 8, the 20mm and 40mm thickness total power curves for the thinner CLACS in water 
media at the perpendicular loading orientation were essentially the same, but the thicker CLACS 
total power curves had significant differences between the 20mm media thickness across the 
higher end of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ-10MΩ) (p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation).  For 
the 0mm and 0.2mm CLACS, the 20mm and 40mm thickness total power curves did not differ 
and both behaved similarly across the load resistance sweep (Figure 8.a & b).  This behavior for 
the thinner CLACS total power curves in Figure 8 is also seen in Figure 5 where an increase in 
water media thickness yielded a small change in AC peak voltage.  With little change in AC peak 
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voltage, there is little change in DC voltage after rectification.  Attenuation in media will cause 
the ultrasound wave pressure amplitude to decrease.  However, the attenuation coefficient in 
water is low, so an increase in water media thickness will not affect the generation of electrical 
potential (AC peak voltage) in the CLACS and thus DC voltage will not be affected.  The 20mm 
thickness total power curve increased more quickly than the 40mm total power curve for the 
thicker CLACS because with the effect of a compliant layer, more power is produced (Figure 8.c 
and d).  At the higher end of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ-10MΩ), average power reduction 
between 20mm and 40mm media thicknesses in water is 3%, 20%, 86%, and 64% for the 0mm, 
0.2mm, 0.4mm, and 0.8mm CLACS respectively.  The average power reduction percentages are 
higher for the thicker CLACS than the thinner CLACS because with the effect of a compliant 
layer more electrical potential (AC peak voltage) is generated and thus more power is produced.  
In one study, 7% power reduction from 5mm to 15mm water thickness was observed 5.  The 
thinner CLACS have a smaller magnitude but similar behavior to the thicker CLACS (Figure 8.a 
and b).  An increasing compliant layer thickness yields higher total power for both media 
thicknesses across all load resistances. 
 
The parallel loading orientation of the total power curve for all CLACS as a function of 
load resistance and loading orientation in water media at 20mm media thickness is extremely 
small compared to the perpendicular loading orientation and is consistent across the load 
resistance sweep for all CLACS.  At the higher end of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ-
10MΩ), there is an average power reduction of 76%, 86%, 99%, and 99% for the 0mm, 0.2mm, 
0.4mm and 0.8mm CLACS respectively from the perpendicular to parallel loading orientations.  
Since the PZT discs are through thickness poled, the perpendicular loading orientation means 
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that the poling axis is in the same direction as the impinging ultrasound beam and in the parallel 
loading orientation the poling axis is perpendicular to the ultrasound beam.  In Larson et. al, 
ultrasound was loaded onto the long side of two cylindrical PZT devices used for neural 
stimulation and during testing they were rotated about their long axes.  For the first device, the 
poling axis of the cylindrical PZT was in the same direction as the propagating ultrasound beam 
and as the device was rotated about the cylindrical long axis, there was a 90% power reduction at 
45-degrees rotation and roughly 0% reduction at 90-degrees rotation.  For the second device, the 
poling axis of the cylindrical PZT was along the long axis of the cylinder and there was 
essentially no power reduction as the device was rotated 22.  In Song et. al, the face of a cube of 
PZT was impacted by an ultrasound beam orthogonal to the poling direction of the 16.  There was 
a 90% reduction in power with 45-degree rotation of the poling axis and roughly 0% reduction at 
90-degree rotation.  The deformation was the same at the 0 and 90-degree rotations because of 
the cubic PZT geometry (omnidirectionality) and in both rotations a flat face of the cube was 
exposed to the incoming ultrasound wave.  The cube was deformed less at the 45-degree rotation 
while the corner of the cube was facing the ultrasound beam.  Arra et. al had a 90% reduction 
with a 15 degree rotation of a receiving PZT face off a transmitting PZT face 7. 
The deformation of the through thickness poled PZT discs was greater when the 
ultrasound wave front impacted the face of the discs (parallel to the poling axis) than when 
impacting the thickness of the discs (perpendicular to the poling axis).  Because the thickness of 
the PZT discs is small compared to the diameter in the parallel loading orientation, the 
ultrasound wave is attempting to deform a “rod-like structure”.  Due to this inconvenient 
geometry, less deformation occurs under loading (less deformation=less power).  In the 
perpendicular loading orientation however, the ultrasound wave is attempting to deform a “plate” 
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which has a more favorable geometry for deformation to occur under loading (disc 
diameter>>disc thickness).  Power output of PZT is greatly affected by the geometry of the 
material and by the relationship between the direction of deformation in the PZT due to 
mechanical loading and the poling direction of the PZT 20.  The total power curve in the 
perpendicular loading orientation displayed similar behavior described previously for the total 
power in Figure 7 for all CLACS.  The thinner CLACS in the perpendicular loading orientation, 
have a smaller total power magnitude but similar behavior to the thicker CLACS.  Therefore, 
enough forward voltage was generated by all the CLACS in the perpendicular loading 
orientation and a thicker compliant layer yields an increase in total power.  The average power 
production in the perpendicular direction is larger for the thicker CLACS than the thinner 
CLACS because with the effect of a compliant layer more deformation occurs along the entire 
face and edges of the PZT disc and thus more power is generated. 
 
Average load resistance power as a function of load resistance and compliant layer 
thickness after rectification in water media at 20mm media thickness and loading perpendicular 
to the PZT face is shown in Figure 9 (n=5).  For the last four load resistances (500KΩ – 10MΩ), 
the 0.8mm and 0.4mm groups are significantly larger than the 0mm and 0.2mm groups (p<.05 




Figure 9 - Average Load Resistance Power (W) as a function of Load Resistance (Ω) and 
compliant layer thickness at 20mm media thickness and loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face in 
water media after rectification (n=5). (a) represents the average load resistance power across the whole 
resistance sweep. (b) represents the average load resistance power across the higher end of the 
resistance sweep (10KΩ – 10MΩ). For the last four resistances of the load resistance sweep (500KΩ – 
10MΩ), the 0.8mm and 0.4mm compliant layer groups are significantly larger than the 0 and 0.2mm 
groups and the 0.8mm and 0.4mm compliant layer groups are not significantly different compared to 
each other as well as the 0mm and 0.2mm groups (p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation). Error bars excluded 
for visual clarity. 
 
Power across the load resistance behaves differently than total power across the equivalent 
impedance of the rectification circuit.  In Figure 9.a, the load resistance power in water media at 
20mm and perpendicular loading orientation for all CLACS appears to exponentially decrease as 
load resistance increases.  The load resistance power of the 0mm CLACS at 100Ω appears larger 
than the other CLACS, but is not significantly different (p<.05 Box-Cox Transformation).  In 
Figure 9.b at the 40KΩ load resistance for the thicker CLACS, the load power curve begins to 
increase because the squared DC voltage increases faster than the load resistance.  At 500KΩ, 
the load power curve peaks for the thicker CLACS and after begins to decrease because the load 
resistance value begins to increase more quickly than the squared DC voltage.  This behavior at 
500KΩ load resistance may have been caused by electrical impedance matching in the circuit.  If 
there is impedance mismatch between electrical components in the circuit, then some electrical 
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energy gets reflected and is essentially lost.  To help minimize this all components of a circuit 
need to have similar electrical impedances 7.  The 500KΩ load resistance may be an impedance 
match to the rest of the circuit causing a peak in power, but is only evident in the thicker 
compliant layers.   
 
2.1.6 Conclusion 
By adding a compliant layer thickness in between the PZT discs of the CLACS, 
generated electrical potential and power output increased.  As the compliant layer thickness 
increased there were significant increases in power output due to more deformation that occurred 
along the entire face and edges of the PZT discs.  Also, there were significant effects of varying 
media type and loading orientations, but little effect with varying media thickness.  Future work 
could build off this foundational study to further characterize the CLACS power output behavior.  
These future studies would include focused vs. unfocused ultrasound loading sources, differing 
operating frequencies to match and mismatch the resonant frequency of the PZT discs, testing 
more varied loading orientations, differing ultrasound intensity levels, using a combination of 
radially and through-thickness poled PZT discs, designing circuit components to improve 
electrical energy transfer efficiency and implementing pulsed DC circuit logic after rectification 
to approach a more realistic application of DC electrical stimulation in tissue healing.  After 
conducting these future studies, a more efficient energy harvester that is powered by ultrasound 
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Figure 10 - Average total power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and media at 20mm media 
thickness and loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 
0.2mm, (c) represents 0.4mm and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer media comparisons. Note that 


















Figure 11 - Average total power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and loading orientation in water 
media at 20mm media thickness (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 0.2mm, (c) represents 0.4mm 
and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer loading orientation comparisons. Note that (a,b) is on a scale 














Figure 12 - Average load resistance power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and media at 20mm 
media thickness and loading perpendicular to the PZT disc face (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 
0.2mm, (c) represents 0.4mm and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer media comparisons. Note that 









Figure 13 - Average load resistance power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and media thickness 
in water media and loading perpendicular to the PZT face (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 
0.2mm, (c) represents 0.4mm and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer distance comparisons. Note that 









Figure 14 - Average load resistance power (W) as a function of load resistance (Ω) and loading 
orientation in water media at 20mm media thickness (n=5). (a) represents 0mm, (b) represents 0.2mm, (c) 
represents 0.4mm and (d) represents 0.8mm compliant layer loading orientation comparisons. Note that 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Ultrasound Data Analysis Code %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Kyle Coates - Graduate Student (M.S.), Dr. Lisa Friis Spine Biomechanics 
%Lab 
%July 5 2017 
  
%The purpose of this code is to characterize three things about the spinal 
%fusion inserts being made in Dr. Friss's lab using Ultrasound as the 
%source of mechanical testing.  This code will calculate and characterize 
%the inserts "lumped" internal impedance, electric potential being 
%generated by the insert from the Ultrasonic waves (small pressure waves), 
%and lastly the Power across a sweeping load resistance after the 
%alternating current has been rectified (AC-DC).  The electric potential 
%being generated by the insert and Power across load resistances were all 
%tested at different loading parameters from the Ultrasound probe/test 
%setup. These parameters include different media types that were placed 
%between the insert (receiver) and the Ultrasound probe (source), the 
%distance of between the insert (receiver) and the Ultrasound probe 
%(source), and lastly the orientation at which the PZT are aligned with the 
%face of the Ultrasound probe.  The three media that were tested in these 
%experiments were water, tissue, and tissue + bone.  The two distances that 
%were tested for each media were approximately 20mm and 40mm.  And lastly 
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%the two orientations that were tested were when the PZT discs are parallel 
%and perpendicular to the flat surface of the Ultrasound probe. 
  
%Function to initialize global variables used in all other functions and to 
%setup foundation for all other functions. 
function Ultrasound_Data_Analysis_xx_new() 
     
    %clear/close all things 
    clear 
    close all 
    clc 
    %Declare global variables 
    global specimen_name 
    global file_path_temp 
    global freq 
    global c_water 
    global c_tissue 
    global c_bone 
    global wavelength_water 
    global wavelength_tissue 
    global wavelength_bone 
    global R_Oscilloscope 
    global R_Load 
    global num_distances 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_signals 
    global num_resistances 
    global num_samples 
    global num_media 
    global time_between_signal_groups 
    global figure_count 
    global ultrasound_hertz 
    global output_headings 
    global input_headings 
    global R_Load_Insert_Impedance 
    global num_resistances_insert_impedance 
    global impedance_headings 
    global insert_impedance_peak 
    global insert_impedance_avg 
    global Capacitor_Reactance 
    global Capacitor_Capacitance 
    global PI 
    global fs; 
    global fc; 
    global n; 
    %define global variables 
    %The user must change these values/text if the testing was done 
    %differently (different number of distances, different number of media, 
    %different orientation, etc.). 
    specimen_name = ('Specimen_xx'); %specimen name for output data 
    file_path_temp = ('H:\Documents\KU_Career\Dr. Friis Research\Ultrasound 
Data\specimen_xx'); % 
    freq = 4E6; %4MHz medical imaging machine probe (1/s) 
    c_water = 1500; %speed of sound in water (m/s) 
    c_tissue = 1590; %speed of sound in tissue/muscle (m/s) 
    c_bone = 4000; %speed of sound in bone (m/s) 
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    wavelength_water = c_water/freq; %wavelength of acoustic wave through 
    %water media (m) 
    wavelength_tissue = c_tissue/freq; %wavelength of acoustic wave through 
    %tissue media (m) 
    wavelength_bone = c_bone/freq; %wavelength of acoustic wave through 
    %tissue media (m) 
    R_Oscilloscope = 1e6; %Resistance setting in oscilloscope for input 
    %channels (ohm) 
    R_Load = [100 1e3 5e3 10e3 40e3 100e3 500e3 1e6 5e6 10e6]; %Resistance 
    %sweep for Rvar (ohm) 
    num_distances = 2; %number of distances:  ~20mm and 40mm of media 
    %material in between insert (reciever) and Ultrasound probe (source) 
    num_orientation = 2; %number of orientations:  discs parallel and 
    %perpendicular to Ultrasound probe face 
    num_signals = 3; %Acoustic, reflection, and magnetic field induced 
    %electrical signals 
    num_resistances = length(R_Load); %number of resistances in resistance 
    %sweep 
    num_samples = 1; %number of samples taken at type of signal parameter 
    %set 
    num_media = 3; %number of media used in Ultrasonic testing:  water 
    %(base), tissue, tissue and bone 
    time_between_signal_groups = 190e-6; %time between grouped electrical 
    %responses (sound, magfield, and reflection combined) 
    figure_count = 1; %initialize figure count 
    ultrasound_hertz = 27; % (1/s); 
    PI = 3.14159265358979323846; 
    Capacitor_Capacitance = 2.2e-6; %farads 
    Capacitor_Reactance = 1/(2*PI*freq*Capacitor_Capacitance); 
    %headings for input and output matrices of information 
    output_headings = {'DC_Load_Power (Watts)', 'DC_Total_Power (Watts)', 
'Resistance (ohms)', 'Orientation Num', 'Distance Num', 'Media Num'}; 
    input_headings = {'Vpeak Acoustic (V)','Vpeak MagField (V)','Vpeak 
Reflection (V)', 'Vavg Acoustic (V)', 'Vavg MagField (V)', 'Vavg Refelction 
(V)','Orientaion #','Distance #','Media #'}; 
    %Call media_organization function to start looping through each media 
    %type that the insert was tested at to call other function to loop 
    %through different distances that the insert was tested at for both 
    %input and output sides of the testing circuit. 
    Ultrasound_data_input = media_organization_input(); 
    Ultrasound_data_output = media_organization_output(); 
    %Resistance sweep for insert impedance calculations 
    R_Load_Insert_Impedance = [1 2 3 5 10 50 100 500 1e3 5e3 10e3 100e3 500e3 
1e6 5e6 10e6]; 
    %number of resistances 
    num_resistances_insert_impedance = length(R_Load_Insert_Impedance); 
    %heading for insert impedance matrix of information 
    impedance_headings = {'Resistance (ohms)','Vpeak Acoustic (V)', 'Vavg 
Acoustic (V)'}; 
    %temporarliy assign resistance value to insert_impedance for peak and 
    %avg 
    insert_impedance_peak = 1; 
    insert_impedance_avg = 1; 
    fs = 50E6; %sampling frequency 
    fc = 1E6; %cutoff frequency 
    n = 6; %butterworth filter order 
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    %Call Ultrasound_insert_impedance function to start looping through 
    %insert impedance resistance sweep to calculate the inserts impedance 
    %based on averge and peak voltage values in data. 
    Ultrasound_data_insert_impedance = Ultrasound_insert_impedance(); 
    %save variables to workspace 





%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Input Analysis %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%Function to loop through media types and call other function to loop 
%through different distances. 
function [media_data_input] = media_organization_input() 
  
    %Declare global variables 
    global file_path_temp 
    global num_distances 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_signals 
    global num_media 
    global input_headings 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    media_1_data = zeros(num_orientation*num_distances,(num_signals*2)+2); 
    media_2_data = zeros(num_orientation*num_distances,(num_signals*2)+2); 
    media_3_data = zeros(num_orientation*num_distances,(num_signals*2)+2); 
    %for loop to loop through each media type that the inserts were tested 
    %in/through 
    for i=1:num_media 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %1:  water. 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\water\']; 
            media_1_data = distance_organization_input(file_path); 
            temp_vector_0 = i*ones(num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        elseif i == 2 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %2:  tissue. 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\tissue\']; 
            media_2_data = distance_organization_input(file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = i*ones(num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        else 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %3:  tissue_bone (tissue + bone). 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\tissue_bone\']; 
            media_3_data = distance_organization_input(file_path); 
            temp_vector_2 = i*ones(num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation, distance, and media parameter 
    media_data_input = [media_1_data, temp_vector_0; media_2_data, 
temp_vector_1; media_3_data, temp_vector_2]; 
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    media_data_input = [input_headings; num2cell(media_data_input)]; 
end 
  
%Function to loop through distances and call other function to loop through 
%orientation directions. 
function [distance_data] = distance_organization_input(file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_distances 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_signals 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    distance_1_data = zeros(num_orientation,(num_signals*2)+1); 
    distance_2_data = zeros(num_orientation,(num_signals*2)+1); 
    %for loop to loop through each distance that the inserts were tested at 
    for i=1:num_distances 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at distance 
            %1:  20mm. 
            distance_1_data = orientation_organization_input(i, file_path); 
            temp_vector_0 = i*ones(num_orientation,1); 
        else 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at distance 
            %2:  40mm. 
            distance_2_data = orientation_organization_input(i, file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = i*ones(num_orientation,1); 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation and distance parameter 




%Function to loop through orientation directions and call other function to 
%loop through each signal type (acoustic, reflection, and magfield). 
function [orientation_data] = orientation_organization_input(distance_num, 
file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_signals 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    orientation_1_data = zeros(1,num_signals*2); 
    orientation_2_data = zeros(1,num_signals*2); 
    %for loop to loop through each orientation that the inserts were tested 
    %at 
    for i=1:num_orientation 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at orientaiton 
            %1:  discs are parallel to ultrasound probe face. 
            orientation_1_data = input_organization(i, distance_num, 
file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = i*ones(1,1); 
        elseif i == 2 
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            %function call for data in which the insert is at orientaiton 
            %2:  discs are perpendicular to ultrasound probe face. 
            orientation_2_data = input_organization(i, distance_num, 
file_path); 
            temp_vector_2 = i*ones(1,1); 
        else 
            %do nothing 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation parameter 




%Function to loop through each signal type and call other functions to loop 
%through sample data. 
function [input_data] = input_organization(orientation_num, distance_num, 
file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_signals 
    %Prepare strings with numbers in them to concatenate with 
    %file_location 
    temp1 = sprintf('orientation_%i',orientation_num); 
    temp2 = sprintf('distance_%i',distance_num); 
    %For loop to loop through the Acoustic, reflection, and Magnetic Field 
    %induced signals 
    for k=1:num_signals 
        if k == 1 
            %If the signal is the acoustic signal 
            try 
                file_location = 
[file_path,temp2,'\',temp1,'\input\acoustic\']; %raw data file location 
                [V_acoustic_max, V_acoustic_avg] = 
Ultrasound_test_input_analysis(file_location); 
            catch 
                %If the file or file location does not exist, an error will 
                %not come up and instead the sample will be set to zero. 
                V_acoustic_max = 0; 
                V_acoustic_avg = 0; 
            end 
        elseif k == 2 
            %If the signal is the reflection signal 
            try 
                file_location = 
[file_path,temp2,'\',temp1,'\input\reflection\']; %raw data file location 
                [V_reflection_max, V_reflection_avg] = 
Ultrasound_test_input_analysis(file_location); 
            catch 
                %If the file or file location does not exist, an error will 
                %not come up and instead the sample will be set to zero. 
                V_reflection_max = 0; 
                V_reflection_avg = 0; 
            end 
        else 
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            %If the signal is anything but the acoustic and refelction 
signals 
            %(magnetic field signal) 
            try 
                file_location = 
[file_path,temp2,'\',temp1,'\input\magfield\']; %raw data file location 
                [V_mag_field_max, V_mag_field_avg] = 
Ultrasound_test_input_analysis(file_location); 
            catch 
                %If the file or file location does not exist, an error will 
                %not come up and instead the sample will be set to zero. 
                V_mag_field_max = 0; 
                V_mag_field_avg = 0; 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information 
    input_data = [V_acoustic_max, V_acoustic_avg, V_reflection_max, 
V_reflection_avg, V_mag_field_max, V_mag_field_avg]; 
end 
  
%Function to calculate Amplitude Voltage and Average Voltage across a 
%number of samples taken for the acoustic, reflection, and magfield 
%signals. 
function [V_max, V_avg] = Ultrasound_test_input_analysis(file_location) 
  
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_samples 
    %Size arrays for number of samples taken for each type of signal 
    %(acoustic, reflection, and magnetic field) 
    Vavg = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    Vamp = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %For loop to go through each specific wave data file to then average.  
    for i=1:num_samples 
        %Prepare string with looping csv files that the oscilloscope saves. 
        file = sprintf('tek000%i.csv',i-1); 
        %Make filename string. 
        filename = [file_location file]; 
        %Read in data file. 
        dat = csvread(filename,15,0); 
        %Record TIME (seconds) and CH1 (voltage) data. 
        TIME = dat(:,1); 
        Vout = dat(:,2); 
        %Calculate the size of the TIME array. 
        size_TIME = size(TIME,1); 
        %Calculate the time step for the TIME array. 
        time_step = (TIME(size_TIME,1)-TIME(1,1))/size_TIME; 
        %Make a new time array that will start at 0 time, and not some 
        %negative time.  The oscilloscope takes the centerline on the 
        %display as zero time so anything to the left is negative time and 
        %anything to the righ is positive.  The "time" array is just that 
        %same time duration starting at 0 time. 
        time = zeros(size_TIME,1); 
        %Calculate absolute voltage for V_avg later on. 
        Vout_abs = abs(Vout); 
        %For loop to make time array based on time step starting at time = 
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        %0. 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
           time(j,1) =  time_step*j; 
        end 
        %set a max and min to determine peak-to-peak response in another 
        %for loop. 
        max_temp = max(Vout); 
        min_temp = min(Vout); 
        %Initialize variable "sum" to do trapezoid rule for Vavg 
        sum = 0; 
        %For loop to compute Vavg and find max and min values in Vout array 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
            if j == size_TIME 
            else 
                %Trapezoid rule formula 
                sum = sum + (time(j+1,1)-
time(j,1))*((Vout_abs(j,1)+Vout_abs(j+1,1))/2); 
            end 
        end 
        %Compute Vavg for particular sample 
        Vavg(i) = sum/time(size_TIME,1); 
        %Compute amplitude voltage of Vout array 
        Vamp(i) = (max_temp - min_temp)/2; 
    end 
    %Initialize sum variables to average the number of samples taken at 
    %a signal type (acoustic, reflection, and magnetic field) 
    sum_Vavg = 0; 
    sum_Vmax = 0; 
    %for loop to add up all samples taken at a signal type 
    for i=1:num_samples 
        sum_Vavg = sum_Vavg + Vavg(i); 
        sum_Vmax = sum_Vmax + Vamp(i); 
    end 
    %divide sums to get average values across samples 
    V_avg = (sum_Vavg/num_samples); 





%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Output Analysis %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%Function to loop through media types and call other function to loop 
%through different distances. 
function [media_data_output] = media_organization_output() 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global file_path_temp 
    global num_distances 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_resistances 
    global num_media 
    global output_headings 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
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    media_1_data = zeros(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,5); 
    media_2_data = zeros(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,5); 
    media_3_data = zeros(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,5); 
    %for loop to loop through each media type that the inserts were tested 
    %in/through 
    for i=1:num_media 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %1:  water. 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\water\']; 
            media_1_data = distance_organization_output(file_path); 
            temp_vector_0 = 
i*ones(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        elseif i == 2 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %2:  tissue. 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\tissue\']; 
            media_2_data = distance_organization_output(file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = 
i*ones(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        else 
            %function call for data in which the insert is tested in media 
            %3:  tissue_bone (tissue + bone). 
            file_path = [file_path_temp,'\tissue_bone\']; 
            media_3_data = distance_organization_output(file_path); 
            temp_vector_2 = 
i*ones(num_resistances*num_orientation*num_distances,1); 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation, distance, and media parameter 
    media_data_output = [media_1_data, temp_vector_0; media_2_data, 
temp_vector_1; media_3_data, temp_vector_2]; 
    media_data_output = [output_headings; num2cell(media_data_output)]; 
end 
  
%Function to loop through distances and call other function to loop through 
%orientation directions. 
function [distance_data] = distance_organization_output(file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_distances 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_resistances 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    distance_1_data = zeros(num_resistances*num_orientation,4); 
    distance_2_data = zeros(num_resistances*num_orientation,4); 
    %for loop to loop through each distance that the inserts were tested at 
    for i=1:num_distances 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at distance 
            %1:  20mm. 
            distance_1_data = orientation_organization_output(i, file_path); 
            temp_vector_0 = i*ones(num_resistances*num_orientation,1); 
        else 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at distance 
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            %2:  40mm. 
            distance_2_data = orientation_organization_output(i, file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = i*ones(num_resistances*num_orientation,1); 
        end         
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation and distance parameter 




%Function to loop through orientation directions and call other function to 
%loop through resistance sweep. 
function [orientation_data] = orientation_organization_output(distance_num, 
file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global R_Load 
    global num_orientation 
    global num_resistances 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    orientation_1_data = zeros(num_resistances,2); 
    orientation_2_data = zeros(num_resistances,2); 
    %for loop to loop through each orientation that the inserts were tested 
    %at 
    for i=1:num_orientation 
        if i == 1 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at orientaiton 
            %1:  discs are parallel to ultrasound probe face. 
            orientation_1_data = resistance_organization_output(i, 
distance_num, file_path); 
            temp_vector_1 = i*ones(num_resistances,1); 
        elseif i == 2 
            %function call for data in which the insert is at orientaiton 
            %2:  discs are perpendicular to ultrasound probe face. 
            orientation_2_data = resistance_organization_output(i, 
distance_num, file_path); 
            temp_vector_2 = i*ones(num_resistances,1); 
        else 
            %do nothing 
        end 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %orientation parameter 
    orientation_data = [orientation_1_data, transpose(R_Load), temp_vector_1; 
orientation_2_data, transpose(R_Load), temp_vector_2]; 
end 
  
%Function to loop through resistance sweep and call other functions to loop 
%through sample data. 
function [resistance_data] = resistance_organization_output(orientation_num, 
distance_num, file_path) 
     
    %Declare global variables 
    global R_Load 
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    global num_resistances 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    Resistance_Power = zeros(num_resistances,2); 
    %for loop to loop through each resistance in resistance sweep to call 
    %other functions that calculate local NRG and global NRG and power. 
    for i=1:num_resistances 
        Resistance_Power(i,:) = resistance_analysis(i, orientation_num, 
R_Load(i), distance_num, file_path); 
    end 
    %Return array of information that represents information for each 
    %resistance in resistance sweep 
    resistance_data = Resistance_Power; 
end 
  
%Function to loop through sample data files and then global data files to 
%call other functions that calculate NRG output locally and then NRG and 
%power output globally. 
function [Resistance_Power] = resistance_analysis(resistance_num, 
orientation_num, Rvar, distance_num, file_path) 
  
    %Declare global variables 
     
    %Prepare strings with numbers in them to concatenate with 
    %file_location 
    temp1 = sprintf('resistance_%i',resistance_num); 
    temp2 = sprintf('orientation_%i',orientation_num); 
    temp3 = sprintf('distance_%i',distance_num); 
    %Try to call Ultrasound_test_output_analysis for the DC folder 
    try 
        file_location = [file_path,temp3,'\',temp2,'\output\DC\',temp1,'\']; 
%raw data file location 
        DC_Load_Power = 
Ultrasound_test_output_analysis_DC_Load(file_location, Rvar); 
    catch 
        %If the file or file location does not exist, an error will 
        %not come up and instead the sample will be set to zero. 
        DC_Load_Power = 0; 
    end 
    %Try to call Ultrasound_test_output_analysis for the DC_bias folder 
    try 
        file_location = [file_path,temp3,'\',temp2,'\output\DC\',temp1,'\']; 
%raw data file location 
        DC_Power = Ultrasound_test_output_analysis_DC_Total(file_location, 
Rvar); 
    catch 
        %If the file or file location does not exist, an error will 
        %not come up and instead the sample NRGs will be set to 
        %zero. 
        DC_Power = 0; 
    end 
    %Return array of power information for DC_Bias and DC outputs 
    Resistance_Power = [DC_Load_Power, DC_Power]; 
end 
  




function DC_Power = Ultrasound_test_output_analysis_DC_Total(file_location, 
Rvar) 
  
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_samples 
    global R_Oscilloscope 
    global Capacitor_Reactance 
    global fs; 
    global fc; 
    global n; 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    Vavg = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    Pavg = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %For loop to go through each specific wave data file to then average.  
    for i=1:num_samples 
        %Prepare string with looping csv files that the oscilloscope saves. 
        file = sprintf('tek000%i.csv',i-1); 
        %Make filename string. 
        filename = [file_location file]; 
        %Read in data file. 
        dat = csvread(filename,15,0); 
        %Record TIME (seconds) and CH1 (voltage) data. 
        TIME = dat(:,1); 
        Vout = dat(:,2); 
        %Calculate the size of the TIME array. 
        size_TIME = size(TIME,1); 
        %Calculate the time step for the TIME array. 
        time_step = (TIME(size_TIME,1)-TIME(1,1))/size_TIME; 
        %Make a new time array that will start at 0 time, and not some 
        %negative time.  The oscilloscope takes the centerline on the 
        %display as zero time so anything to the left is negative time and 
        %anything to the righ is positive.  The "time" array is just that 
        %same time duration starting at 0 time. 
        time = zeros(size_TIME,1); 
        %Calculate absolute voltage for V_avg later on. 
        %Vout_abs = abs(Vout); 
        %For loop to make time array based on time step starting at time = 
        %0 and make all data points that are negative in Vout equal to 0. 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
           time(j,1) =  time_step*j; 
%            if Vout(j) < 0 
%                Vout(j) = 0; 
%            else 
%            end 
        end 
        %Initialize variable "sum" to do trapezoid rule for Vavg 
        sum = 0; 
        %design butterworth filter that filters out high frequency signals 
        %in the DC respones 
        [b,a] = butter(n,fc/(fs/2),'low'); 
        filtered_data = filter(b,a,Vout); 
        %filtered_data_abs = abs(filtered_data); 
        %For loop to compute Vavg and find max and min values in Vout array 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
            if j == size_TIME 
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            else 
                %Trapezoid rule formula 
                sum = sum + (time(j+1,1)-
time(j,1))*((filtered_data(j,1)+filtered_data(j+1,1))/2); 
            end 
        end 
        %Compute Vavg for particular sample 
        Vavg(i) = sum/time(size_TIME,1); 
        %Vavg(i) = mean(filtered_data); 
        %Compute Equivalent Resistance of Circuit 
        %Res_equivalent - Rload and Roscilloscope 
        Res_equivalent = ((1/Rvar)+(1/R_Oscilloscope))^-1; 
        Req_real = 
(Res_equivalent*(Capacitor_Reactance^2))/((Res_equivalent^2)+(Capacitor_React
ance^2)); 
        Req_imaginary = -
((Res_equivalent^2)*Capacitor_Reactance)/((Res_equivalent^2)+(Capacitor_React
ance^2)); 
        Req = ((Req_real^2)+(Req_imaginary^2))^(1/2); 
        %Req_angle = atan(Req_imaginary/Req_real); 
        %Compute Pavg using V^2/Req 
        Pavg(i) = (Vavg(i)^2)/(Req); 
    end 
    %Initialize sum variables to average the number of samples taken at 
    %a signal type (acoustic, reflection, and magnetic field) 
    sum_Pavg = 0; 
    %for loop to add up all samples taken at a signal type 
    for i=1:num_samples 
        sum_Pavg = sum_Pavg + Pavg(i); 
    end 
    %divide sums to get average values 
    DC_Power = (sum_Pavg/num_samples); 
end 
  
%Function to calculate DC_Bias power across load resistance on output (DC) 
%side of ciruit. 
function DC_Load_Power = 
Ultrasound_test_output_analysis_DC_Load(file_location, Rvar) 
  
    %Declare global variables 
    %global ultrasound_hertz 
    global num_samples 
    global fs; 
    global fc; 
    global n; 
    %Initialize arrays for space allocation 
    Vavg = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %Pavg_local = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %NRG_avg_local = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    Pavg = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %A_B = zeros(num_samples,1); 
    %For loop to go through each specific wave data file to then average.  
    for i=1:num_samples 
        %Prepare string with looping csv files that the oscilloscope saves. 
        file = sprintf('tek000%i.csv',i-1); 
        %Make filename string. 
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        filename = [file_location file]; 
        %Read in data file. 
        dat = csvread(filename,15,0); 
        %Record TIME (seconds) and Vout (voltage) data. 
        TIME = dat(:,1); 
        Vout = dat(:,2); 
        %Calculate the size of the TIME array. 
        size_TIME = size(TIME,1); 
        %Calculate the time step for the TIME array. 
        time_step = (TIME(size_TIME,1)-TIME(1,1))/size_TIME; 
        %Make a new time array that will start at 0 time, and not some 
        %negative time.  The oscilloscope takes the centerline on the 
        %display as zero time so anything to the left is negative time and 
        %anything to the righ is positive.  The "time" array is just that 
        %same time duration starting at 0 time. 
        time = zeros(size_TIME,1); 
        %Calculate absolute voltage for V_avg later on. 
        %Vout_abs = abs(Vout); 
        %For loop to make time array based on time step starting at time = 
        %0. 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
           time(j,1) =  time_step*j; 
%            if Vout(j) < 0 
%                Vout(j) = 0; 
%            else 
%            end 
        end 
        %Initialize variable "sum" to do trapezoid rule for Vavg 
        sum = 0; 
        %design butterworth filter that filters out high frequency signals 
        %in the DC respones 
        [b,a] = butter(n,fc/(fs/2),'low'); 
        filtered_data = filter(b,a,Vout); 
        %filtered_data_abs = abs(filtered_data); 
        %For loop to compute Vavg and find max and min values in Vout array 
        for j=1:size_TIME 
            if j == size_TIME 
            else 
                %Trapezoid rule formula 
                sum = sum + (time(j+1,1)-
time(j,1))*((filtered_data(j,1)+filtered_data(j+1,1))/2); 
            end 
        end 
        %Compute Vavg for particular sample 
        Vavg(i) = sum/time(size_TIME,1); 
        %Vavg(i) = mean(filtered_data); 
        %Compute Pavg using V^2/Rvar 
        %Pavg_local(i) = (Vavg(i)^2)/(Rvar); 
        %A_B(i) = TIME(size_TIME,1)-TIME(1,1); 
        %NRG_avg_local(i) = Pavg_local(i)*A_B(i); 
        %Pavg(i) = NRG_avg_local(i)*ultrasound_hertz; 
        %Compute Pavg using V^2/Rvar 
        Pavg(i) = (Vavg(i)^2)/(Rvar); 
    end 
    %Initialize sum variables to average 
    sum_Pavg = 0; 
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    %for loop to add up all samples taken at a signal type 
    for i=1:num_samples 
        sum_Pavg = sum_Pavg + Pavg(i);  
    end 
    %divide sums to get average values 












%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Ultrasound Data Statistical Analysis %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Kyle Coates - Graduate Student (M.S.), Dr. Lisa Friis Spine Biomechanics 
%Lab 
%December 12 2017 
  
%The purpose of this code is to determine normality and then significance. 
%The data was checked for normality by plotting a box and whisker, 
%histogram, and residual plot.  All checks for normality were done by the 
%user and it was determined by the user if the data was normal or not.  The 
%check was not done numerically or by some other normality method. If the 
%data is not normal, then a transformation was performed on the data to 
%normalize it.  Five different transformations were performed on a portion 
%of the data sets to determine which one across all the data would produce 
%the most normal data sets.  These include a square-root, squared, 
%reciprocal, logarithm (base e), and BoxCox.  All five transformations were 
%run for data sets before rectification and some data sets after 
%rectification for the 500 kilo-ohm and 10 mega-ohm data sets.  The user 
%determined which of the five transformations made the data the most 
%normal.  This was done for each of the data sets described previously and 
%the resulting transformation that made the data the most normal was 
%counted.  At the end of running the transformations across the data sets, 
%the total count was observed.  The BoxCox transformation made the data 
%sets the most normal.  This transformation was then used for the rest of 
%the data set combinations to be compared.  Now that the data sets are 
%normal, a one-way ANOVA was run for each vector of CLACS within a testing 
%parameter and for all testing parameters within each CLACS.  If the one- 
%way ANOVA output significance, then a post-hoc Tukey-Kramer pair-wise 
%multi-comparison test was performed to determine significance.  All 
%significance tests (one-way ANOVA and Tukey-Kramer) were run with an alpha 
%level of 0.05. 
  
function Ultrasound_Data_Stats_Analysis_Kyle_Thesis_2017() 




%sheet name to help identify sheet to look at 
sheet_name = 'Eff_LP_10MOhms_Orientation'; 




file_location = ('E:\Documents\KU_Career\Dr. Friis Research\Ultrasound 
Data\Statistical Analysis\'); 
%file name 
file = sprintf('Kyle_Stats_Data_new.xlsx'); 
%Make filename string. 
filename = [file_location file]; 
%check if a folder exits in current directory with sheet_name 
if exist(sheet_name,'dir') == 7 
    %if folder exists do nothing 
else 
    %if folder does not exist, make it 
    mkdir(file_location,sheet_name); 
end 
%Read in excel data file 
[dat, txt, raw] = xlsread(filename,sheet_name); 
%input number of samples 
num_samples = 5; 
%gather size of data file array in sheet 
[m,n] = size(raw); 
%number of parameters 
num_parameters = n-1; 
%create categorical vector for specimen type 
g = categorical(raw(2:end,1)); 
%compute number of specimen type 
num_spec_type = (m-1)/num_samples; 
%prepare arrays to be filled later 
Transdat = zeros(m-1,n-1); 
lambda = zeros(1,n-1); 
%transform specific parameter data for all specimen types using the 
%specified transform method 
if strcmp(transform_method,'RECIPROCAL') == 1 
    for i = 1:n-1 
        Transdat(:,i) = dat(:,i).^(-1); 
        lambda(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'LOG') == 1 
    for i = 1:n-1 
        Transdat(:,i) = log(dat(:,i)); 
        lambda(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'SQRT') == 1 
    for i = 1:n-1 
        Transdat(:,i) = dat(:,i).^(1/2); 
        lambda(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'SQ') == 1 
    for i = 1:n-1 
        Transdat(:,i) = dat(:,i).^2; 
        lambda(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
else 
    for i = 1:n-1 
        [Transdat(:,i), lambda(1,i)] = boxcox(dat(:,i)); 




%for parameter data, create plots to help determine normality and plot 
%transformed data that has been made more normal than the original 
%parameter data. 
%For loop to loop through the different parameters 
for i = 1:n-1 
    %check if it is the first iteration to assign graph #s 
    if i == 1 
        %initialize graph # 
        fig_count = 1; 
    else 
        %accumulate graph # 
        fig_count = i*2-1; 
    end 
    %create temporary heading text for plots 
    heading = txt(1,i+1); 
    %create figure with tiled 3 x 2 plots 
    figure(fig_count) 
    %plot on subplot 1 - boxplot of parameter data 
    subplot(3,2,1); 
    boxplot(dat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Box Plot: Non-normal--', heading)); 
    ylabel('values'); 
    xlabel(heading); 
    %plot on subplot 2 - boxplot of transformed data 
    subplot(3,2,2); 
    boxplot(Transdat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Box Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', heading, 
' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('values'); 
    xlabel(heading); 
    %plot on subplot 3 - histogram of parameter data 
    subplot(3,2,3); 
    histogram(dat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Histogram: Non-normal--', heading)); 
    ylabel('count'); 
    xlabel(strcat('bins--',heading)); 
    %plot on subplot 4 - histogram of transformed data 
    subplot(3,2,4); 
    histogram(Transdat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Histogram:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
heading, ' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('count'); 
    xlabel(strcat('bins--',heading)); 
    %plot on subplot 5 - QQ plot of parameter data 
    subplot(3,2,5); 
    qqplot(dat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('QQ Plot: Non-normal--', heading)); 
    %plot on subplot 6 - QQ plot of transformed data 
    subplot(3,2,6); 
    qqplot(Transdat(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('QQ Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', heading, 
' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda(1,i)))); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 




    %concatenate cell elements to make one string and save figure 
    saveas(gcf,[str_temp{1} str_temp{2}]); 
    %create linear model fit for residual vs. fitted values plots 
    %parameter data model 
    mdl = fitlm(g,dat(:,i)); 
    %transformed data model 
    Trans_mdl = fitlm(g,Transdat(:,i)); 
    %create another figure tiled 2 x 1 to plot residuals vs. fitted values 
    %for parameter and transformed data 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    %plot on subplot 1 - residual plot for parameter data 
    subplot(2,1,1); 
    plotResiduals(mdl,'fitted'); 
    grid; title(strcat('Residual Plot: Non-normal--', heading)) 
    %plot on subplot 2 - residual plot for transformed data 
    subplot(2,1,2); 
    plotResiduals(Trans_mdl,'fitted'); 
    grid; title(strcat('Residual Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
heading, '\lambda = ', num2str(lambda(1,i)))) 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name ,'\Residual_Plots_', heading, 
'_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %concatenate cell elements to make one string and save figure 
    saveas(gcf,[str_temp{1} str_temp{2}]); 
    close all 
end 
%accumulate figure count 
fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
%for specimen type data before transforming 
%initialize arrays for storing specimen type info from dat 
%q is the numerical values of dat stored conveniently for specimen type 
q = zeros(num_samples*num_parameters,num_spec_type); 
%g_q is the categorical array of dat stored conveniently for specimen type 
g_q = categorical(zeros(num_samples*num_parameters,1)); 
heading_q = categorical(zeros(num_samples*num_parameters,num_spec_type)); 
%for loop to store dat and g data into convenient parameter type arrays 
for i = 1:num_spec_type 
    for k = 1:num_parameters 
        for j = 1:num_samples 
            if k == 1 
                q(j,i) = dat(j+((i-1)*num_samples),k); 
                heading_q(j,i) = g(j+((i-1)*num_samples),1); 
            else 
                q(j+((k-1)*num_samples),i) = dat(j+((i-1)*num_samples),k); 
                heading_q(j+((k-1)*num_samples),i) = g(j+((i-
1)*num_samples),1); 
            end 
        end 
    end 
end 
%for loop to store txt data into categorical parameter type array 
for i = 1:num_parameters 
   for j = 1:num_samples 
       if i == 1 
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           g_q(j,1) = txt(1,i+1); 
       else 
           g_q(j+((i-1)*num_samples),1) = txt(1,i+1); 
       end 
   end 
end 
%initialize arrays for storing transformed specimen type info from dat 
%transformed data array 
Transdat_q = zeros(num_samples*num_parameters,num_spec_type); 
%lambda value array 
lambda_q = zeros(1,num_spec_type); 




%transform specific parameter data for all specimen types using the 
%specified transform method 
if strcmp(transform_method,'RECIPROCAL') == 1 
    for i = 1:num_spec_type 
        Transdat_q(:,i) = q(:,i).^(-1); 
        lambda_q(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'LOG') == 1 
    for i = 1:num_spec_type 
        Transdat_q(:,i) = log(q(:,i)); 
        lambda_q(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'SQRT') == 1 
    for i = 1:num_spec_type 
        Transdat_q(:,i) = q(:,i).^(1/2); 
        lambda_q(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
elseif strcmp(transform_method,'SQ') == 1 
    for i = 1:num_spec_type 
        Transdat_q(:,i) = q(:,i).^2; 
        lambda_q(1,i) = 10; 
    end 
else 
    for i = 1:num_spec_type 
        [Transdat_q(:,i), lambda_q(1,i)] = boxcox(q(:,i)); 
    end 
end 
%for specimen type data, create plots to help determine normality and plot 
%transformed data that has been made more normal than the original 
%parameter data. 
for i = 1:num_spec_type 
    %create figure 
    figure(fig_count) 
    %plot on subplot 1 - boxplot of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,1); 
    boxplot(q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Box Plot: Non-normal--', cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('values'); 
    xlabel(cellstr(heading_q(1,i))); 
    %plot on subplot 2 - boxplot of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,2); 
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    boxplot(Transdat_q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Box Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), ' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda_q(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('values'); 
    xlabel(cellstr(heading_q(1,i))); 
    %plot on subplot 3 - histogram of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,3); 
    histogram(q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Histogram: Non-normal--', cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('count'); 
    xlabel(strcat('bins--',cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    %plot on subplot 4 - histogram of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,4); 
    histogram(Transdat_q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('Histogram:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), ' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda_q(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('count'); 
    xlabel(strcat('bins--',cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    %plot on subplot 5 - QQ plot of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,5); 
    qqplot(q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('QQ Plot: Non-normal--', cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    %plot on subplot 6 - QQ plot of specimen type data 
    subplot(3,2,6); 
    qqplot(Transdat_q(:,i)); 
    grid; title(strcat('QQ Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), ' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda_q(1,i)))); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name ,'\Normality_Plots_', 
char(heading_q(1,i)), '_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %save 
    saveas(gcf,str_temp); 
    %create linear model fit for residual vs. fitted values plots 
    %specimen type data model 
    mdl_q = fitlm(g_q,q(:,i)); 
    Trans_mdl_q = fitlm(g_q,Transdat_q(:,i)); 
    %transformed data model 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    %create another figure tiled 2 x 1 to plot residuals vs. fitted values 
    %for specimen type and transformed data 
    %plot on subplot 1 - residual plot for specimen type data 
    subplot(2,1,1); 
    plotResiduals(mdl_q,'fitted'); 
    grid; title(strcat('Residual Plot: Non-normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)))); 
    %plot on subplot 2 - residual plot for specimen type transformed data 
    subplot(2,1,2); 
    plotResiduals(Trans_mdl_q,'fitted'); 
    grid; title(strcat('Residual Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), ' \lambda = ', num2str(lambda_q(1,i)))); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 




    %save 
    saveas(gcf,str_temp); 
    close all 
    %accumulate figure count 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%ANOVA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%comparison for specimen type within a parameter 
%initialize an alpha level 
alpha = 0.05; 
%initialize structs for comparying specimen type within a parameter before 
%being normalized all 
p = struct; 
t = struct; 
stats = struct; 
c = struct; 
means = struct; 
h = struct; 
names = struct; 
info = struct; 
%initialize structs for comparying specimen type within a parameter after 
%being normalized 
Trans_p = struct; 
Trans_t = struct; 
Trans_stats = struct; 
Trans_c = struct; 
Trans_means = struct; 
Trans_h = struct; 
Trans_names = struct; 
Trans_info = struct; 
%for loop to loop through the different parameters to run a multiple 
%comparison for specimen types within a parameter 
for i = 1:num_parameters 
    %before being normailzed 
    [p_temp,t_temp,stats_temp] = anova1(dat(:,i),g,'off'); 
    p(i).a = p_temp; 
    t(i).a = t_temp; 
    stats(i).a = stats_temp; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    [c_temp,means_temp,h_temp,names_temp] = 
multcompare(stats(i).a,'Alpha',alpha,'CType','tukey-kramer'); 
    title(strcat('Multiple Comparison Plot: Non-normal--', 
cellstr(txt(1,i+1)), '--Alpha = ', num2str(alpha), ' tukey-kramer')); 
    ylabel('groups'); 
    xlabel('group means'); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name ,'\Multiple_Comparison_Plot_Non-
normal_', cellstr(txt(1,i+1)), '_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %concatenate cell elements to make one string and save figure 
    saveas(gcf,[str_temp{1} str_temp{2}]); 
    c(i).a = c_temp; 
    means(i).a = means_temp; 
    h(i).a = h_temp; 
    names(i).a = names_temp; 
    info(i).a = [names_temp num2cell(means_temp)]; 
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    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    %after being normailzed 
    [p_temp,t_temp,stats_temp] = anova1(Transdat(:,i),g,'off'); 
    Trans_p(i).a = p_temp; 
    Trans_t(i).a = t_temp; 
    Trans_stats(i).a = stats_temp; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    [c_temp,means_temp,h_temp,names_temp] = 
multcompare(Trans_stats(i).a,'Alpha',alpha,'CType','tukey-kramer'); 
    title(strcat('Multiple Comparison Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--
', cellstr(txt(1,i+1)), '--Alpha = ', num2str(alpha), ' tukey-kramer', 
'\lambda = ', num2str(lambda(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('groups'); 
    xlabel('group means'); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name 
,'\Multiple_Comparison_Plot_Normal_', cellstr(txt(1,i+1)), 
'_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %concatenate cell elements to make one string and save figure 
    saveas(gcf,[str_temp{1} str_temp{2}]); 
    Trans_c(i).a = c_temp; 
    Trans_means(i).a = means_temp; 
    Trans_h(i).a = h_temp; 
    Trans_names(i).a = names_temp; 
    Trans_info(i).a = [names_temp num2cell(means_temp)]; 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    close all 
end 
%comparison for parameter within a specimen type 
%initialize an alpha level 
alpha = 0.05; 
%initialize structs for comparying specimen type within a parameter before 
%being normalized 
p_q = struct; 
t_q = struct; 
stats_q = struct; 
c_q = struct; 
means_q = struct; 
h_q = struct; 
names_q = struct; 
info_q = struct; 
%initialize structs for comparying specimen type within a parameter after 
%being normalized 
Trans_p_q = struct; 
Trans_t_q = struct; 
Trans_stats_q = struct; 
Trans_c_q = struct; 
Trans_means_q = struct; 
Trans_h_q = struct; 
Trans_names_q = struct; 
Trans_info_q = struct; 
%for loop to loop through the different parameters to run a multiple 
%comparison for specimen types within a parameter 
for i = 1:num_spec_type 
    %before being normailzed 
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    [p_temp,t_temp,stats_temp] = anova1(q(:,i),g_q,'off'); 
    p_q(i).a = p_temp; 
    t_q(i).a = t_temp; 
    stats_q(i).a = stats_temp; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    [c_temp,means_temp,h_temp,names_temp] = 
multcompare(stats_q(i).a,'Alpha',alpha,'CType','tukey-kramer'); 
    title(strcat('Multiple Comparison Plot: Non-normal--', 
cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), '--Alpha = ', num2str(alpha), ' tukey-kramer')); 
    ylabel('groups'); 
    xlabel('group means'); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name ,'\Multiple_Comparison_Plot_Non-
normal_', char(heading_q(1,i)), '_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %save 
    saveas(gcf,str_temp); 
    c_q(i).a = c_temp; 
    means_q(i).a = means_temp; 
    h_q(i).a = h_temp; 
    names_q(i).a = names_temp; 
    info_q(i).a = [names_temp num2cell(means_temp)]; 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    %after being normailzed 
    [p_temp,t_temp,stats_temp] = anova1(Transdat_q(:,i),g_q,'off'); 
    Trans_p_q(i).a = p_temp; 
    Trans_t_q(i).a = t_temp; 
    Trans_stats_q(i).a = stats_temp; 
    figure(fig_count) 
    [c_temp,means_temp,h_temp,names_temp] = 
multcompare(Trans_stats_q(i).a,'Alpha',alpha,'CType','tukey-kramer'); 
    title(strcat('Multiple Comparison Plot:--', transform_method,'--Normal--
', cellstr(heading_q(1,i)), '--Alpha = ', num2str(alpha), ' tukey-kramer', 
'\lambda = ', num2str(lambda_q(1,i)))); 
    ylabel('groups'); 
    xlabel('group means'); 
    %save figure to file location specified by the sheet_name 
    %make temporary cell with two strings 
    str_temp = [pwd strcat('\', sheet_name 
,'\Multiple_Comparison_Plot_Normal_', char(heading_q(1,i)), 
'_Param_',transform_method,'.fig')]; 
    %save 
    saveas(gcf,str_temp); 
    Trans_c_q(i).a = c_temp; 
    Trans_means_q(i).a = means_temp; 
    Trans_h_q(i).a = h_temp; 
    Trans_names_q(i).a = names_temp; 
    Trans_info_q(i).a = [names_temp num2cell(means_temp)]; 
    fig_count = fig_count + 1; 
    close all 
end 
  
%temp_temp = 100000000; 
temp_temp = 111111111; 
  
if num_parameters == 2 
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    array_c = [c(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c(2).a]; 
    array_info = [info(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info(2).a]; 
    array_c_q = [c_q(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(2).a; 
ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(3).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(4).a]; 
    array_info_q = [info_q(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info_q(2).a; 
num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info_q(3).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
info_q(4).a]; 
     
    arr_c = [array_c; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; array_c_q]; 
    arr_info = [array_info; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); array_info_q]; 
     
    array_Trans_c = [Trans_c(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c(2).a]; 
    array_Trans_info = [Trans_info(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
Trans_info(2).a]; 
    array_Trans_c_q = [Trans_c_q(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(2).a; 
ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(3).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(4).a]; 
    array_Trans_info_q = [Trans_info_q(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
Trans_info_q(2).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); Trans_info_q(3).a; 
num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); Trans_info_q(4).a]; 
     
    arr_Trans_c = [array_Trans_c; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; array_Trans_c_q]; 
    arr_Trans_info = [array_Trans_info; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
array_Trans_info_q]; 
     
elseif num_parameters == 3 
    array_c = [c(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c(2).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; 
c(3).a]; 
    array_info = [info(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info(2).a; 
num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info(3).a]; 
    array_c_q = [c_q(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(2).a; 
ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(3).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; c_q(4).a]; 
    array_info_q = [info_q(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info_q(2).a; 
num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); info_q(3).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
info_q(4).a]; 
     
    arr_c = [array_c; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; array_c_q]; 
    arr_info = [array_info; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); array_info_q]; 
     
    array_Trans_c = [Trans_c(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c(2).a; 
ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c(3).a]; 
    array_Trans_info = [Trans_info(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
Trans_info(2).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); Trans_info(3).a]; 
    array_Trans_c_q = [Trans_c_q(1).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(2).a; 
ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(3).a; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; Trans_c_q(4).a]; 
    array_Trans_info_q = [Trans_info_q(1).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); 
Trans_info_q(2).a; num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); Trans_info_q(3).a; 
num2cell(ones(1,3)*temp_temp); Trans_info_q(4).a]; 
     
    arr_Trans_c = [array_Trans_c; ones(1,6)*temp_temp; array_Trans_c_q]; 






















%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% Ultrasound Data Filter Design Code %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Kyle Coates - Graduate Student (M.S.), Dr. Lisa Friis Spine Biomechanics 
%Lab 
%December 12 2017 
  
%The purpose of this code is to determine design parameters for a 
%butterworth filter by using a Fast Fourier Transform.  Different orders 
%and cutoff frequencies were explored and plotted to see the change in the 
%FFT and the voltage data over time, filtered and un-filtered. 
  
function DC_frequency_filter() 
    %clear/close all things 
    close all 
    clear 
    clc 
    %Declare global variables 
    global num_samples; 
    global specimen_name 
    global fs; 
    global fc; 
    global n; 
    num_samples = 1; 
    %Declare variables 
    specimen_name = ('TS85'); 
    %file_location = ('C:\Users\k711c115\Desktop\Ultrasound 
Testing\specimen_TS45\water\distance_1\orientation_1\output\DC\resistance_10\
'); 
    file_location = ('E:\Documents\KU_Career\Dr. Friis Research\Ultrasound 
Data\specimen_TS85\water\distance_1\orientation_1\output\DC\resistance_10\'); 
    fs = 50E6; %sampling frequency 
    fc = 1E6; %cutoff frequency 
    n = 6; %butterworth filter order 
     
    %Prepare string with looping csv files that the oscilloscope saves. 
    file = sprintf('tek0000.csv'); 
    %Make filename string. 
    filename = [file_location file]; 
    %Read in data file. 
    dat = csvread(filename,15,0); 
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    %Record TIME (seconds) and CH1 (voltage) data. 
    TIME = dat(:,1); 
    Vout = dat(:,2); 
    %Calculate the size of the TIME array. 
    size_TIME = size(TIME,1); 
    %Calculate the time step for the TIME array. 
    time_step = (TIME(size_TIME,1)-TIME(1,1))/size_TIME; 
    %Make a new time array that will start at 0 time, and not some 
    %negative time.  The oscilloscope takes the centerline on the 
    %display as zero time so anything to the left is negative time and 
    %anything to the righ is positive.  The "time" array is just that 
    %same time duration starting at 0 time. 
    time = zeros(size_TIME,1); 
    %Calculate absolute voltage for V_avg later on. 
    Vout_abs = abs(Vout); 
    %For loop to make time array based on time step starting at time = 
    %0. 
    for j=1:size_TIME 
       time(j,1) =  time_step*j; 
    end 
     
    g = 100; 
     
    [b,a] = butter(n,fc/(fs/2),'low'); 
    filtered_data = filter(b,a,Vout); 
    filtered_data_abs = abs(filtered_data); 
  
    Y = fft(Vout); 
    T = 1/fs; 
    L = size(Vout,1); 
    t = (0:L-1)*T; 
    P2 = abs(Y/L); 
    P1 = P2(1:L/2+1); 
    P1(2:end-1) = 2*P1(2:end-1); 
    f = fs*(0:(L/2))/L; 
     
    X = fft(filtered_data); 
    P4 = abs(X/L); 
    P3 = P4(1:L/2+1); 
    P3(2:end-1) = 2*P3(2:end-1); 
     
    figure(1) 
    plot(f(1,g:end),P1(g:end,1)); 
    %plot(f,P1); 
    title('|Amplitude| vs. Frequency(Hz)') 
    xlabel('Frequency(Hz)') 
    ylabel('|Amplitude|') 
    hold on 
    plot(f(1,g:end),P3(g:end,1)); 
    %plot(f,P3); 
    legend('Un-filtered FFT','Filtered FFT') 
    %legend('Un-filtered FFT') 
  
    figure(2) 
    plot(time(g:end,1),Vout(g:end,1)); 
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    %plot(time,Vout) 
    title('DC Voltage(V) vs. Time(s)') 
    xlabel('Time(s)') 
    ylabel('DC Voltage(V)') 
    hold on 
    plot(time(g:end,1),filtered_data(g:end,1)); 
    %plot(time,filtered_data); 
    legend('Un-filtered Data','Filtered Data') 
  
    sum = 0; 
    sum_filt = 0; 
  
    %For loop to compute Vavg and find max and min values in Vout array 
    for j=1:size_TIME 
        if j == size_TIME 
        else 
            %Trapezoid rule formula 
            sum = sum + (time(j+1,1)-time(j,1))*((Vout(j,1)+Vout(j+1,1))/2); 
            sum_filt = sum_filt + (time(j+1,1)-
time(j,1))*((filtered_data(j,1)+filtered_data(j+1,1))/2); 
        end 
    end 
    %Compute Vavg for particular sample 
    Vavg = sum/time(size_TIME,1); 
    Vavg_filt = sum_filt/time(size_TIME,1); 
%     Vavg = mean(Vout); 
%     Vavg_filt = mean(filtered_data); 
    percent_diff = ((Vavg_filt-Vavg)/(Vavg))*100; 
         
     
    save(['Ultrasound_DC_Filter_data_', specimen_name, '.mat']); 
     
end 
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Appendix B:  Ultrasound Machine Startup Procedure 
Due to a power up error complication in the Acuson 128XP/10 medical imaging machine, a new 
startup procedure had to be followed in order to operate the machine.  The ultrasound machine was 
manufactured in 1993 and some of the electrical components were beginning to underperform.  During 
preliminary testing, a startup error occurred during operation of the machine.  A jumper wire was placed 
according to the service manual across two terminals on one of the circuit boards housed in the 
machine, to bypass the startup error logic and allow for operation to occur.  After fixing this, the 
ultrasound probe could not be recognized by the ultrasound imaging machine and it is believed that 
there is also a battery with some memory attached to it that is associated with the encryption strings of 
the ultrasound probe.  It is presumed that this battery no longer holds charge so every time the 
ultrasound imaging machine is turned off, the battery loses its memory or knowledge of the encryption 
strings.  Every time the ultrasound machine was started up, this would happen, so now the user has to 
input the encryption strings every time the machine is turned on.  The startup procedure steps and 
figures for input the encryption strings are shown below. 
1. Plug in the Acuson Computed Sonography 128xp/10 Ultrasound Machine to a power strip or 
wall outlet. 
2. Plug in the 4 MHz (or # MHz of your choice) Ultrasound Transducer into the Ultrasound 
Machine.  To “lock” the transducer into the Ultrasound Machine rotate the ultrasound probe 
knob approximately 90 degrees clockwise. 
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Figure 77 ‐ Plugging in V4 Ultrasound Probe 
3. Turn on the Ultrasound Machine by flipping the power switch (a green light should be emitting if 
the machine is on). 
 
Figure 78 ‐ Location of power switch on Acuson 128XP/10  ultrasound medical imaging machine 
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4. Wait a few minutes for the Ultrasound Machine to start up.  You should see this screen. 
 
Figure 79 ‐ Contents of Ultrasound Imaging Screen after waiting a few minutes for the machine to 
startup 
5. Press any key to continue and wait approximately one minute.  Then press the “Reset” button. 
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Figure 80 ‐ Location of the "Reset" button 
6. Wait for a few minutes until you see this screen again. 
 
Figure 81 ‐ Contents of Ultrasound Imaging Screen after waiting a few minutes again for the machine to 
startup 
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7. Press any key to continue and wait until you see this screen. 
 
Figure 82 ‐ Contents of ultrasound imaging screen after pressing any key to continue 
8. Unplug the ultrasound transducer probe by “unlocking” it from the machine by rotating the nob 
back 90 degrees so that it is in a vertical position. 
 
Figure 83 – Unlocking the V4 probe from the ultrasound imaging machine 
9. Press the “Code”, “Shift”, “V” keys, and “Test” button all at the same time. 
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Figure 84 ‐ Buttons pushed all at the same time to open General settings screen 
10. You should then see this screen.  Using the ultrasound ball (pictured to the right), scroll down to 
“Encryption Strings” and select “Encryption Strings” by pressing the left‐most monitor button. 
 
Figure 85 ‐ General settings screen and roller ball on ultrasound imaging machine used to navigate 
through items on the screen 
11. You should then see this screen. 
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Figure 86 – Ultrasound Probe encryption string screen 
12. Now you must enter in the “Encryption Strings” for the Ultrasound Probe.  Using the Ultrasound 
ball, you can navigate throughout the Encryption String array.  Type in the Encryption Strings on 
the Encryption Strings paper provided by the Manufacturer.  This paper is located on top of the 
Ultrasound Machine. 
 
Figure 87 ‐ Provided encryption strings for ultrasound probes 
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13. After entering the Encryption Strings, your screen on the Ultrasound Machine should look like 
this. 
 
Figure 88 ‐ Filled out encryption strings 
14. Save the newly input Encryption Strings by pressing on the monitor button below “Save” on the 
Ultrasound Machine Screen.  There should be an indication on the screen that the new 
Encryption Strings were saved. 
 
Figure 89 ‐ Saving the encryption strings 
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15. Press the “Reset” button to reset the Ultrasound Machine with the new Encryption Strings. 
 
Figure 90 ‐ Reset the ultrasound medical imaging machine after entering and saving the encryption 
strings 
16. Wait for a few minutes and then you should see a screen like this. 
 
Figure 91 ‐ Ultrasound imaging screen after reseting the machine after entering encryption strings 
17. Now “lock” the Ultrasound Probe into the Ultrasound Machine by rotating the Ultrasound Probe 
knob approximately 90 degrees clockwise. 
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Figure 92 ‐ Locking the V4 probe into the ultrasound imaging machine 
18. If the screen indicates that the transducer has not been licensed, then rotate the Ultrasound 
Probe knob a little bit more in the clockwise direction.  
 
Figure 93 ‐ Ultrasound imaging screen if the probe is not fully connected to the machine 
19. If done correctly, the Ultrasound Machine screen should indicate that the Ultrasound 
Transducer is initializing. 
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Figure 94 ‐ Ultrasound imaging screen initializing if probe is connected to machine 
20. Once the Ultrasound Machine is done initializing, the Ultrasound transducer the Ultrasound 
screen should indicate the appropriate MHz frequency of the probe that was chosen. 
 
Figure 95 ‐ Ultrasound imaging screen if probe is connected to machine after initializing is done 
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21. Now the Ultrasound Machine is producing sound waves out of the Ultrasound Probe.  After 
testing, make sure to turn off the Ultrasound Machine by flipping off the power switch. 
 
Figure 96 ‐ Power off the ultrasound imaging machine 
22. Unplug the Ultrasound Machine from the power strip/wall outlet to protect from electrical 
surges. 
